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1 Introduction

Executing a sequential implementation of an Neural Network (NN) generally
induces a high cost in terms of computation time, including a large part for the
learning phase. This cost together with the weak computation performance of a
computer with regard to a human brain [3] make it difficult to test some complex
large connectionist models, like some inspired from biological reality or some
with a high dimensional input space or a large number of units. Moreover, NNs
present a large amount of natural parallelism. Unfortunately, NN parallelism is
very different from modern and general purpose parallel computer parallelism.
NNs have a fine grain of parallelism and a natural message passing paradigm.
On the opposite, modern parallel computers have a MIMD1 architecture. Some
recent hardware development led to use shared memory as an efficient parallel
programming way with high number of processors. The main goals of this project
are to speed up NN executions and to decrease development time of parallel NN
implementations, in order to quickly implement various kinds of NN and to
run on parallel computers more complex simulations than sequential computers
allow. We offer to connectionists a tool to develop their models with fine grain
parallelism and to execute them onto DSM2 MIMD general purpose parallel
computers.

2 Parallel Aspects of Neural Networks

Artificial neural models have been inspired from brain, often described as a
parallel machine. As early as 1943, McCulloch and Pitts [4] have proposed a
formal neuron as a simple calculus automaton with a set of weighted inputs
and an output (cf figure 1). The automaton computes an internal activation
as a weighted sum of its inputs. This activation is compared to a threshold to
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decide whether the output is active or not. These simple distributed activities
together with the principle of information widespreading lead to the characterisa-
tion of a fine grain parallelism and a message passing communication paradigm.
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Fig 1 : A formal neuron

Fig 2 : A multilayer NN

From that date, a variety of artificial NNs has been
built, as a set of interconnected formal neurons (cf
figure 2) and many algorithms for the automatic
tuning of the weights (learning algorithms) have
been proposed[2]. Even if many researchers under-
line its inherent parallelism, most of them used to
implement artificial NN on sequential machines.
Nowadays, parallel machines are more widespread
and easier to use and one can seriously think to im-
plement artificial NNs to benefit from their natural
parallelism [6].

3 Method

Numerous attempts have been already done to develop NNs onto parallel ma-
chines [5], most of them being concerned by a specific model. Beyond dedicated
implementation, our approach consists of a library for adapting NN parallelism
onto a general purpose computer parallelism [1].
We decided to design our library for Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) comput-
ers as this parallel architecture seems scalable and supports all of the currently
used parallel paradigms. Our developments and benchmarks were made on an
SGI-Origin2000. We chose to design and implement a library of functions that :
(1) hides real parallel hardware, and respects natural NN parallel semantics, in
order to make NN implementation easier, and (2) uses parallel algorithms well
adapted to real parallel hardware in order to obtain efficient parallel execution.
Several communication and synchronisation paradigms were experimented and
compared : message passing with PVM and MPI, shared memory with processes
and threads, and implicit parallelisation with parallel compiler directives. After
comparison, explicit thread programming with shared memory communication
method revealed to be the most efficient and the most usable on not always
regular codes.
With our library, a connectionist developer thinks his network like a set of au-
tonomous entities, working in parallel. Each entity has inputs and a unique
output. These inputs and output build the network topology. Data consistency
is managed by our tools. The library role is to ensure that each unit has been
visited for each cycle, to drive messages through the connections and to ensure
that all connections are consistent (during a cycle, a unit must read inputs valid
for this cycle). Finally, the building by unit declaration makes the code clearer.
A program based on our library is written in standard “C” language. This lan-
guage was chosen because it is the usual language handled by the connectionist
community, because it is portable and has a variety of libraries (like graphic
tools). And, compared to sequential “C” programming, our tool makes it easier
the building of network connectivity.
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4 Parallel Design Description

Our work was implemented on a SGI-Origin2000 parallel computer based on cc-
NUMA3 architecture. With this architecture, each processor has a quick access to
its local memory. Accessing remote memory adds an extra increment of time [7].
The library was implemented in ”C” language. On the Origin system, the parallel
implementation uses light processes (threads), and the barrier of synchronisa-
tion is based on semaphores which suspend waiting processes. Our library creates
light processes and a unique light process would be run per processor.
In a DSM model, each processor has a direct access to the memory of every
other processors in the system. A processor can directly load or store any shared
address. When it needs data, it copies the cache line4 in its own memory. When
a processor modifies data in a cache line, each copy of this line is invalidated. So,
when another processor wants to read data (modified data or other data in the
line), it needs to update this line [7]. These characteristics reveal two difficulties
which affect performance :

– Cache contention When a processor frequently modifies data in a cache
line, and if other processors often read this data, they have to update after
each modification. What will increase the data time access.

– False sharing Several processors frequently modify different data in the
same cache line. They need to update the line before modifying their own
data, if another processor changes data in the line.

To manage these problems, data are distributed in each processors in order to :

– help the Operating System to place data handled by a unique processor in
its own memory or in a close memory.

– ensure no false sharing : if two data are modified by two different processors,
they will not be in the same cache line.

– limit the cache contention. We try to avoid each period when a processor
can modify data while another processor tries to read the same data.

Theoretically, every data are shared but they are not handled by all processes.
So, two types of data are managed by a process : private data (the own of the
process) and global data. If data are private, the process which handles them
puts them in a data structure that contains all its private data, and which is
aligned on cache lines and has a size multiple of the cache line size. As this
structure is not accessed by other processes, there is no contention neither false
sharing on private data. So, the cost of communication is weak to modify data
(local memory) and null to export this cache line (no other process needs the
cache line).
Global data are shared by all processes. But, in our model, there is no user
datas updated by more than one process. They are located in the memory of
this process, in a cache line containing only global data modified by the process.
3 cache coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access
4 In ccNUMA, memory is organised by cache lines
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Moreover, stage when processes read global data and stages when they update
the global data they managed are separated.

5 Results

The library supplies some simple functions to easily create neural units, to con-
nect or disconnect them, and to start the neural computation. The same program
developed with our library can be executed on different number of processors.
The user just has to modify a processor number constant in the program and
to recompile the code, no other modifications being necessary. So, our library is
available on shared memory parallel computers, and on sequential ones. In terms
of performance, training a Kohonen Map of 100×100 neurons, with 100,000 iter-
ations by using our library with 8 processors was 7 times faster than a sequential
execution of the same program and 3.6 times faster than the execution of a clas-
sical sequential ”C” program. Beyond height processors, efficiency decrease, due
to load balancing and the frequency of synchronisation instructions.
Description of use and performance of our library are described in [1].

6 Conclusion

The role of our library is to act as a transparent interface between both kinds
of parallelism. We have searched for a semantic adapted to neural computation
for a quick and natural implementation on DSM MIMD computers that avoid
contention and false sharing problems. Experiments have shown that programs
written with the first version of our library are easy to understand and scale well.
Ongoing work is twofold. First, we are going to optimise the implementation of
sequential parts, in order to limit the sequential cost of our library. Second,
we will pursue applications to other connectionist models including complex
biologically inspired models, to show the genericity of our library.
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